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Introduction 
 

Future Cities Forum was extremely grateful to be hosted by the V&A Museum in South 

Kensington for its September 2022 ‘Cultural Cities’ event. Our discussions took place in the 

historic boardroom at the heart of the museum and involved leaders from performance 

venues, arts organisations, cathedrals, and art museums along with architects responsible 

for some of the most innovative building design for the cultural sector. 

The V&A Museum in South Kensington was built with the proceeds of the Great Exhibition 

of 1851 - which in today's money equates to £18 million and which was also used to build 

the Science Museum and Royal Albert Hall.  

The V&A was founded with a mission: to educate designers, manufacturers and the public in 

art and design. A selection of objects was also purchased following the 1851 exhibition, and 

these formed the core of a new Museum of Manufactures, under the direction of civil 

servant Henry Cole. 

 

Dr Philippa (‘Pip’) Simpson, Director of Design, Estate and Public Programme, who hosted 

Future Cities Forum at the V&A, took up her post at the museum in December 2018. She has 

overseen many projects including the opening of the Exhibition Road Quarter (remodelled 

and designed by AL_A), and the re-development of the gallery where the Raphael Cartoons 

are displayed - a set of seven full-scale designs for tapestry painted by Raphael (1483 – 

1520) which are considered one of the greatest treasures of the Renaissance.  

The next two years are important ones for the museum with the re-designing and re-

branding of the Museum of Childhood into the Young V&A in Bethnal Green, London, and 

which re-opens in summer 2023. A new museum – V&A East Museum and V&A East 

Storehouse in Stratford, east London, is also being built and will form a core part of a new 

cultural district for the Capital. 

The V&A explained: 

 'Over the last year the lives of young people have dramatically changed. Young V&A will 

explore some of the social and environmental issues facing young generations and look at 

how we can talk about what is going on around us – to make a difference through creativity.  

‘In addition, The V&A is building V&A East. Opening at Here East in 2024, V&A East 

Storehouse offers a new immersive experience, taking visitors behind the scenes and 

providing unprecedented public access to V&A collections. 

‘Opening in 2025, V&A East Museum celebrates global creativity and making relevant to 

today’s world. Both sites are part of East Bank, the Mayor of London's £1.1 billion Olympic 

legacy project, which will create a new arts, innovation, and education hub in Stratford’s 

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.’ 



Gus Casely Hayford, Director in charge of V&A East, commented at a previous Future Cities 

Forum in 2021 that he wanted V&A East to reflect the original V&A story, where the 

museum was the first to offer gas lighting and a restaurant to London communities so that 

people could come, enjoy and recreate: 

'This was transformative for the age and so too we want to not be passive as a museum in 

East London but engage, whether it be through tertiary education or via the national 

curriculum through physical or the digital, enabling people to access jobs or enjoy the 

museum through handling the objects. In short, the objects are 'Yours' and in the spirit of 

our founder Henry Cole, it is there to 'Fulfil your dreams'. Some of the collection is 

'contentious and difficult' and we are motivated to live up to the higher ideas of museology, 

but we want to change the way people see our collections, now and in the future'. 

Future Cities Forum wanted the themes of the V&A’s journey as a museum to be reflected 

in our event discussion. These are the regeneration of cities post pandemic through culture, 

community engagement to encourage the involvement of young people in the arts and the 

encouragement of a more diverse museum-going public.  

The event also included debate around the master planning of new stations for cultural 

districts, cultural development on the high street, and the question around funding for 

heritage preservation with related building commissions of new visitor attractions 

alongside. Read on to find out what some of the most senior cultural leaders in the UK and 

abroad had to say about how their institutions are building awareness of the importance of 

culture for cities and how they are helping to grow visitor numbers for a sustainable tourism 

economy. 

 

 

 Dr Pip Simpson of the V&A speaking at Future Cities Forum’s ‘Cultural Cities’ 
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Funding and visitor numbers post-pandemic 
 

Funding has been a core issue for the recovery for cultural institutions during and after the 

pandemic. Many of them are still not experiencing pre-pandemic visitor numbers and 

therefore revenue from restaurants and cafes within the complexes are also not drawing in 

the level of funds that was once so helpful. 

The UK government has been publishing provisional statistics on the number of monthly 

visits to DCMS-sponsored museums and galleries, to assess visitor patterns since the 

pandemic. The latest figures show that between April and June 2022, there were a total of 

8.3 million visits to DCMS-sponsored museums and galleries. This was around a third lower 

compared to the same period in 2019, but almost five times higher compared to the same 

period in 2021.  

 

 



This excludes visitor figures from the Museum of the Home, which closed from January 2018 

to June 2021 and the National Portrait Gallery, which closed in March 2020 and is due to 

open again in spring 2023. The next update will be in November 2022. 

The V&A receives both public and private funding and the forum opened with Dr Pip 

Simpson, Director of Design, Estate and Public Programme, talking about how this is spent 

within the museum group, and the costs of a much-needed sustainability programme: 

'The decision-making process is difficult and constantly shifting. We look at the founding 

principles to guide us so we have an ambition to look both backwards and forwards, so 

objects from history can inspire the creativity of the future. Creative thinking is at the heart 

of everything and how to solve the problems of the world. 
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'The V&A has always seen itself as a social space, right from the beginning with gas lights for 

evening visits and cafes - it is a mini city. The design process is about 'user-centred-

designing' and creating communal spaces where interactions between people can take place 

democratically. This is important particularly post pandemic where people want to be 

together and visit museums together. 



'The cafes are part of our commercial support in creating the whole day out but equally we 

want spaces over in Stratford where people can bring their own food. 

'Sometimes funding comes from people who have a particular interest in an area or 

collection and want to give money to that, but we are constantly finding out through 

research what audiences want to see. We also want to retain an element of surprise, so 

people can stumble over an object and find new interest in that. 

'With interactions and activities, it has been critical in the east of London and at the Young 

V&A to have the dialogue. There are questions about what needs to be retained and what 

needs to be new. We have run lots of workshops for children in the area, for instance model 

making, because they are our advocates going forward. Do we want more digital inter-

activity? Sometimes a museum is a place people go to escape the digital world. 

'How sustainable we are is also important and we have a masterplan for that. Two years 

ago, we created the post of Head of Sustainability. One thing we have done is install LED 

lights and we are up to 80% lighting of that type, and it has had a huge impact. Our roof 

leaks and so we are repairing that and creating capacity to use rainwater run-off. We sit on a 

neighbourhood sustainability group - which includes the Royal Albert Hall - and one of the 

most important things we can do is electrify our energy support because we share heating 

with the National History Museum.' 

 

 

Above: Royal Albert Hall, London, at night (BDP) 

 

The Royal Albert Hall – also part of the original Albertopolis design – has been considering 

ways to respond to the financial problems that the pandemic brought. CEO Craig Hassall 



joined the discussion to talk about the debt that Covid has created for the Hall and new 

ways to create commercial value. 

Craig Hassall joined the Hall in 2017 from his previous role as CEO of Opera Australia. He led 

extensive plans for the Hall’s 150th anniversary in 2021, and subsequently its survival and 

recovery through the Covid-19 Pandemic – which resulted in the Hall’s first closure since 

World War II. 

During his six-year tenure, Craig oversaw a multimillion programme of refurbishment of the 

Grade I listed venue, dramatic growth of the Hall’s own concert promotions as well as a 

wide array of initiatives diversifying the Hall’s reach and engagement work. 

It has been announced that Craig will step down at the start of the 2023 season, having 

accepted a position as President and Chief Executive of Playhouse Square in Cleveland, 

Ohio. 

Craig told our forum guests that the pandemic has left the Royal Albert Hall with significant 

debts, but it also has begun to build a digital and studio offering to widen its audience and 

for commercial purposes: 

‘Activity is all we have, if we can just perform, we will be fine. We have a huge debt and no 

reserves for the first time ever, but we hope visitors will keep coming to performances here 

and buy a glass of wine, or cup of coffee. We had to honour the re-scheduled shows that 

were cancelled during the pandemic, and we have now come out of that, and we can get 

going now with our new activities, but of course we must pay off our £20 million loan.  We 

make around six or seven million pounds profit a year, but that goes back into the building 

and education programmes. 

‘We have raised four million pounds to kick off our recording studios programme in the 

basement of the Hall. We won’t have any more OB vans outside which I have always 

thought were ugly and we will have a whole new level of access through digital 

performances. It is all about democracy – part of Prince Albert’s original vision for 

Albertopolis - and it augments what we do. Nothing can replace attending a live music 

performance, but it will become a more commercial operation once the fit out is paid for.’



Above: section through the Royal Albert Hall, showing new basement spaces (BDP) 

 

Craig is now leaving the Royal Albert Hall to his new post in the US and has ambitions for 

Playhouse Square, in Cleveland, Ohio: 

‘Who has heard of that? No one has heard of Playhouse Square, but it is the largest 

collection of theatres outside Broadway. Some date from the 1920s and two are bigger than 

the Coliseum. Nine others are of varying sizes and there are five resident theatre 

companies. Playhouse doesn’t need any more activity, but I am ensuring that it will grow 

when I take up my new post.’ 

Both the V&A Museum and the Royal Albert Hall are doing well for visitor numbers but how 

can interest be maintained over the long-term, in the arts and science district of 

Albertopolis? 

Architect Deborah Staunt, of practice DSDHA, carried out a research project some years ago, 

to find out how public spaces can be put to new uses in a cultural landscape and in her 

words ‘creating a cradle for creative entrepreneurship and collaborative learning?’ 

 

She says: 

‘A cultural landscape is a porous and open environment that stitches between the unique 

assemblage of existing buildings and activities, to maximise their potential for collaboration, 

whilst making historic narratives and contemporary programmes visible and accessible to 

the diverse audiences which are drawn to the site. It is how other centres operate like 

Harvard Yard, the Louvre Pyramid and Beijing University’s Pagoda and Lake.’ 



Fred Pilbrow of Pilbrow and Partners commented on a project he had carried out in Princes 

Gardens, part of the Albertopolis district in South Kensington: 

‘I was working for Imperial College London, upgrading a 1960s hall of residence, which had 

failed on disabled access, and the student rooms were inadequate. We suggested we might 

knock it down but couldn’t do that as it was listed. So, we restored it and in doing so 

working as a team with others managed to also restore the 1851 proportions of the square.’ 

While funding goes into the restoration of historic cultural buildings and public realm, new 

arts districts are being created and older venues being re-worked for modern audiences and 

used as focal points for visitor attraction. 

Fred talked about the latest cultural project he has been working on – the EMD/Granada 

Studio in Walthamstow. It is hoped that the renovation will encourage visitor numbers back 

to a much-loved venue and boost the cultural economy for this part of London. 

In his description, Fred talked about the importance of creating intimacy in performing arts 

spaces, noting the brilliance of face-to-face contact at The Royal Albert Hall. He said this was 

something that they hoped they would achieve while restoring the former historic cinema in 

Walthamstow. 

 

Below: CGI of redevelopment of the EMD / Granada cinema, Walthamstow (Pilbrow & 

Partners) 



The plans for the venue – with a £25 million investment - and which has staged artists such 

as The Beatles, Duke Ellington, and the Rolling Stones - include a 950-seat theatre, bar and 

restaurant, community space and garden terrace.  

It is hoped that through putting this landmark back on the map, Waltham Forest will 

become a magnet for visitors wanting to experience world-class culture in the borough, 

helping to boost the evening and night-time economy and support existing businesses. 

The venue will be managed by Soho Theatre, a charity and social enterprise who ordinarily 

produce and present theatre, comedy, cabaret and much more from its acclaimed central 

London theatre. The organisation will work with the council which purchased the former 

cinema in Hoe Street in 2019. 
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Sustainable cultural venues 
 

Trying to envisage what will work well as a sustainable cultural venue, was a topic tackled 

during our forum debate at the V&A by developer Lloyd Lee of Yoo Capital. Lloyd is leading 

the re-development of Olympia in West Kensington, and has said that discussing plans with 

the immediate community has already paid off: 

‘Olympia was built in 1886 as a national agricultural hall at the time. Its activities have 

changed over time and most exhibitions now are very different. There are present day 

challenges for instance in the number of trucks that bring equipment to the site and often 

this has meant closing roads and causing community issues.  

‘The business of Olympia is reasonably successful, but it is only open half the year. There is a 

sacred duty to give back to the community and we see ourselves as stewards of the heritage 

of the place and we must be enablers of a collective vision.  

‘One important thing that we have done is bring people round the table to tell their own 

stories. We have asked members of the public and trade industries to sit with us. We want 

to open up the site to the public in two years. We have one kilometre of space and two and 

a half acres of public realm. We have opened up the roof terrace and will put into the 

building different entertainment venues. All anchor spaces were taken even before we 

submitted the planning application, because the whole project has been authored by 

people. 

 

 

Above: CGI from SPPARC of new roof level concourse at Olympia London (Yoo Capital) 

 



‘We cannot predict the future success of Olympia, but we take advice form people doing it 

i.e., in entertainment, all the time. However, spaces should be flexible for the future, we 

should be designing for next 100 years and organically. We should not create boxes for a 

single purpose – that’s the outdated model for cinema now - the concrete box on the 

outskirts of town that is only used in the evening. No, entertainment venues must work all 

day long. We are trying to open a school for the performing arts and thereby create 

opportunities for everyone in one place. It will also allow Olympia to grow in the future.’ 

 

 

Above: CGI from SPPARC of public realm space on Olympia Way, West Kensington 

 

Yoo Capital’s architects for Olympia London, SPPARC -who are collaborating on the project 

with Heatherwick Studio, commented to Future Cities Forum about the requirement to 

open up the ‘fortress’ site: 

‘The current Olympia is fashioned with very limited space available to those without an 

exhibition halls ticket. The roads and the site are congested by service traffic, so we are 

locating a service and delivery hub below ground to free up space for visiting pedestrians. 

‘Recognising the Victorian vision for Olympia, the proposals facilitate the district to return to 

its origins as a ‘People’s Palace’ by creating spaces for performing arts, restaurants, cinemas, 

green space and community-led projects. This builds on Olympia’s legacy of championing 



the arts – from once being a popular concert venue, to hosting Vivienne Westwood’s first 

fashion show. 

‘The masterplan will make Olympia more open to its community and visitors by providing 

public spaces, routes and landscaping that will bring enjoyment to local residents and the 

public, regardless of whether they have a ticket for the exhibition halls. 

 

 

Above: CGI from SPPARC of the new roof level Olympia Square 

 

‘The new multi-functionality of Olympia will ensure that the site retains the flagship 

programme of world-famous shows and events, whilst also becoming a destination in its 

own right. More than an exhibition and events destination for inspirational events, the 

masterplan will transform Olympia by combining heritage, innovation and bespoke 

experiences within a series of new open green spaces.’ 

The £1 billion project received planning permission from the London Borough of 

Hammersmith & Fulham in January 2019. 

  



The pandemic has also threatened in the short-term the sustainability of the Royal Opera 

House in Covent Garden London. However, it has also meant that the institution has now 

developed a strong digital offer to complement its physical performances. Development 

Director, Amanda Saunders, is a highly experienced arts professional who leads the ROH's 

fund-raising team. 

Amanda explained how the organisation had to re-structure during Covid: 

‘We instituted a fund-raising campaign and thought how the theatre could become more of 

a community of artists. Yes, we went digital more with schools and families but stayed true 

to place-making. The theatre is a place where people want to come together. We have two 

theatres, and I led an open-up project to make the ROH a daytime operation, day to night, 

inviting people in more varied ways. We have two and a half acres and two million footfall. 

We want people to come in but also take something away as well.  

‘We have had time to think about our sustainability with a 75% audience model. So, we 

launched a young peoples’ programme whereby they get cheaper tickets but also the best 

seats in the house for that. That’s how we are trying to build loyalty. We also take opera 

around the country, and you must do that to the same standard as in London. In that way, 

we are place-making and that’s what artists do I think.’ 

 

 

 

Above: Bob and Tamar Manoukian Production Studio at High House, Essex (Photo from the 

Royal Opera House) 

 



The Royal Opera continues to widen its audience through a range of innovative means: 

through cinema broadcasts, through television and radio broadcasts, through free YouTube 

broadcasts and through the BP Big Screens, which are broadcast for free to open spaces 

around the UK. 

Future Cities Forum interviewed Alex Beard, Chief Executive of the Royal Opera House 

during the pandemic about the organisation's online arts programme and his involvement in 

the future of the Thames Estuary Production Corridor. 

Alex - as Chair of High House Production Park in Thurrock, Essex - described how High House 

has brought education and job opportunities to the borough. 

'High House is a hugely important part of the Royal Opera House story. My connection is 

twofold as I am Chair of the production park, and also Chief Executive of the ROH. What 

makes High House so special is the range of facilities and expertise. We have a world leading 

set production and scene painting workshop, a heritage costume collection and costume 

centre, and there is a BA in costume design course on site with South Essex College and the 

University of the Arts London. 

 

Below: Learning in Thurrock with the Royal Opera House (courtesy ROH) 

 

 

 



'We have an education team that works with the council on access to creative education, 

and we run ROH Bridge, which is an Arts Council funded project that connects arts 

organisations with high quality education across Kent, Essex, Hertfordshire and East Bucks. 

It has a connection with The National Back-stage Centre and local artists' studios. The 

opportunity is to be make it more than the sum of its parts by cross-fertilising these creative 

organisations in a relatively deprived area.  

'Being in Purfleet gives us a much richer character than we would have otherwise have. On 

one side we have a foot in the Covent Garden piazza with some of the world's top opera and 

ballet performers connecting to the world. On the other foot, we are in the Thames 

Gateway where we are developing sets and costumes and working with local authorities 

and schools to develop the next generation of talent. Being part of the Thames Estuary 

Production Corridor and the next phase of Purfleet's development is very exciting.' 

The Bob and Tamar Manoukian Costume Centre opened in October 2015 and is home to 

over 20,000 costumes from the Royal Opera House repertory, together with over 6,000 

items from the historic collection including items worn by Maria Callas and Margot Fonteyn. 

In a unique partnership with South Essex College and University of the Arts London, the 

Royal Opera House has established a new BA (Hons.) degree course in Costume 

Construction, delivered from the Centre’s bespoke workrooms. 

 

 

Above: costume alterations at ROH High House in Essex – photo by Sim Canetty-Clarke 



High House Production Park is also home to the Backstage Centre; a flagship national 

training centre for Creative & Cultural Skills; and High House Artists’ Studios. The 39 artists’ 

studios and four work/live units are managed by Acme Studios. 

Also on site are Grade II listed barns, from which the ROH has delivered a Learning and 

Community engagement programme for the local and wider community since 2006. Before 

this date the ROH Production Workshops were based in Bow, East London. 

To date over 60,000 people have engaged with ROH Thurrock activity since 2007. They have 

participated in activities ranging from schools, projects to teacher training, from work-based 

learning to fully-staged community operas. People in Thurrock have both been able to 

watch special performances and gain a very special insight into the behind-the-scenes 

process. 

In April 2012, the Royal Opera House established ROH Bridge, which works to connect 

children and young people to great art and culture across Essex, North Kent, Hertfordshire 

and Bedfordshire while promoting the importance of culture both in and out of schools. 

In 2014 the Royal Opera House began the Thurrock Trailblazer programme, a Cultural 

Entitlement Initiative in partnership with Thurrock Council. The Royal Opera House has been 

working with a wide range of cultural organizations to deliver both in and out of school 

activities. 

 

 

 

Above: Kenta Kura as the wolf – Royal Ballet School / Royal Opera House -Thurrock 

http://www.roh.org.uk/learning/royal-opera-house-bridge


 

Munch Museum, Bjorvika, Oslo (Photo by Einar Aslaksen) 

 

International cultural districts 
 

Future Cities Forum wanted to look at the sustainability of cultural institutions and districts 

outside the UK for comparison, so invited Stein Olav Henrichsen, Director of MUNCH, the 

new Munch Museum in Oslo, Norway, to join the forum event at the V&A.  

Stein discussed how he set about creating a sustainable plan for visitor numbers to the 

museum and how the building itself is spear-heading a new cultural district in Oslo: 

‘The MUNCH Museum is in a new part of the city which used to be an old industrial and 

dockside district. Our neighbours are the new opera house and the public library. 30,000 

people will live in this part of town, with three cultural institutions. Oslo is quite a small city 

with 300,000 living here, but since we opened, we have reached 1.6 million visitors within a 

year. In the old museum building we had 100,000 visitors per year which we tripled at that 

location before we left. We have managed to be much more relevant not only to local 

communities but across Norway, and 50% of the visits are from tourists. 



We have worked a lot with Visit Norway whose previous focus had been to promote the 

west coast of the fjords and the north. We need to show Norway has towns and city 

attractions. We are on the east side of the country which has not been promoted but we do 

now have a range of people coming to Norway. We do a lot of digital productions which 

sometimes had an audience of 100 million during the pandemic looking at our digital 

exhibitions, though this has declined now. It’s important to think of digital not just as a 

marketing and communications tool but as intrinsic to how we display and curate in the 

museum and therefore very much part of the infrastructure of the art museum. 

 

 

Above: MUNCH Museum, Oslo, showing relationship to Bjorvika dockside developments (by 

Einar Aslkasen) 

 

The foundations for the new museum building - designed by Spanish architecture practice 

Estudio Herreros - were laid in 2016, the museum says, after much debate about both 

design and location. The design is based on the idea of a tower-shaped museum. Sixty 

meters in height with a leaning top section, it is clad in recycled, perforated aluminium 

panels of varying degrees of translucency and is a highly visible landmark on all sides.  

The museum reports that the architects hope that the building will establish strong links 

between the regeneration of the surrounding urban area and Edvard Munch's art. 

The structure features airlocks to control temperature and humidity, allowing the use of 

energy-saving and natural ventilation. Many of the architectural choices are climate driven 



with the enclosed east-facing facade avoiding excessive heat in the summer. The museum 

says that the building has been planned in accordance with the FutureBuilt criteria which 

demands a halving of greenhouse gas emissions compared to conventional modern 

buildings in relation to transport, energy consumption and choice of materials. 

It has been built using low-carbon concrete and recycled steel, and its loadbearing structure 

has been designed with a technical lifetime of 200 years. In addition, the building complies 

with Passiv Building standards. The wavy aluminium panels screen sunlight effectively, and 

also reflect sunlight to avoid excessive temperature fluctuations. The building is connected 

to a district-heating system and also to a seawater cooling plant. The location is very close 

to the city's largest public transport hub and the 100 cycle-parking spaces at Edvard Munchs 

Plass. 

From the start, Estudio Herreros has intended MUNCH to be a 'non-intimidating building', 

unlike some traditional museums it says. There are eating and drinking venues on 13 floors, 

plus the top floor will offer some of Oslo's most spectacular views. The practice believes 

that the building is part of a generation of new museums all over the world that are 

redefining cultural institutions, and that are moving forward from the concept of an 

historical archive to become venues for social gatherings - places where everyone can meet 

up and discover something new. 

 

Above: Stein Olav Henrichsen, Director, MUNCH Mueum (Picture by Einar Aslaksen) 



 

Above: Model of San Cassiano Theatre, Venice - made by Base Models and photographed by 

Janie Airey (Courtesy Teatro San Cassiano) 

 

Comparisons with international cities has led Future Cities Forum to gather important 

research in how international tourism is developing compared with the UK. 

CEO of Teatro San Cassiano, Paul Atkin, has been working to create a replica of the world’s 

first opera house in Venice, to try to influence the growth of sustainable tourism.  

Paul joined our V&A event to update the forum on how the project has developed: 

‘It has been seven years to get the project off the ground and in my opinion the future of 

tourism lies not with the cruise ships that make their way to Venice. This is not just about 

sustainability but an issue of the importance of culture and history. This must be a project 

for Venice and Venetians. There has to be an employment structure and, in that way, 

building a future for Venice. The Teatro San Cassiano was the world’s first opera house and 

we do not have any existing theatre that is close to the original. Nobody has seen opera in 

the exact environment that it was performed but we also must embrace the technology of 

the future and we are moving on the right lines. 

‘We do want to draw young people back to Venice and we do target young people. They are 

a great source of talent to fall back on. These artisans are more talented than the name 

suggests, they are artists really and we want to keep all the crafts that are required for 

machinery and lighting for example, alive.’ 



 

Post pandemic there have been rumblings again around how to create a sustainable form of 

tourism for Venice. The 'day tripper' still accounts for a huge swell in visitors to the city, but 

without drawing in significant spend. Could re-building the 17th century Teatro San Cassiano 

help to start a new destination for opera lovers, who would be tempted to stay overnight 

following performances, boosting revenue? Would the theatre bring in new audiences 

sampling opera for the first time and be of benefit to the Venetian community itself? 

Paul is being supported by a team of British architects and academics in the project. This 

includes Jon Greenfield of Greenfield Architecture – UK, who worked extensively on 

Shakespeare’s Globe in London, and on the Sam Wanamaker Theatre, both being accredited 

with helping to restore the fortunes of Southwark's Bankside cultural district. 

In 17th century Venice and before opera performances in Teatro San Cassiano, musical 

evenings were held in palazzos behind closed doors and only among the Venetian elite. The 

new theatre, as it was then called, opened up performances to a more diverse audience and 

the art form was a runaway success. Could the same enthusiasm prevail in the 

contemporary city if the theatre project goes ahead? Could it compete with La Fenice - the 

city's established opera venue - without stealing its thunder? Dr Atkin is determined that it 

should not draw audiences away, but form part of an on-going regeneration of culture in 

the city. 

 

 

 

Above: Paul Atkin and architect John Greenwod (courtesy Teatro San Cassiano) 

 



Some believe that Teatro San Cassiano was destroyed by Napoleon's soldiers, and as the site 

of the original theatre is now a private garden, there are searches for a new location. Fund-

raising is taking place to make the dream of Dr. Atkin's theatre re-build a reality. However, 

both the Italian and English members of the team believe that there is still research to do to 

ensure that the new building is as close in design to that of the original. 

Jon Greenfield explained to Future Cities Forum: 

‘The idea is to reproduce the opera house as authentically as possible using traditional 

craftsmanship. There were five or six different versions of the theatre erected over time on 

the same plot but we want to re-build the original. I think the true description of it, is as a 

‘theatre of music’ but also that of spectacle. Most importantly, the project should restore 

historically informed Baroque opera to Venice. When the theatre was operating in the 17th 

century, there was a particular type of stage machinery being designed in Italy at the time 

with five or six stage flats either side of the performing space, where all sorts of things 

would emerge, as well as from the ceiling, such as flying gods. It was quite unlike anything 

we would recognise today and even would have involved water scenes. The theatre itself 

would have had a small footprint with the audience sitting in five tiers of boxes – not seats – 

and they would have been entertained by lots of moving sets. The acting was very stylised, 

involving specific poses and gestures. 

‘Trees from the Alpine foothills would have been brought to Venice and used in the 

construction at the time. Plaster work would have decorated the walls with intricate designs 

painted on them. It would have been very opulent with lots of gold leaf and trompe l’oeil, 

and lit by oil lamps. The floor would have been made from terrazzo. The Venetians were 

well ahead of anyone else at that time in decoration. We know a lot about the design from 

documents handed down through generations of ancient Venetian families, who back in the 

17th century, had a stake in the original theatre. It is no good looking at theatre design 

outside the city. Venice was different to other places and looking at other theatre plans can 

lead you astray.  

‘We are now looking for a suitable site for the re-construction of the theatre, somewhere 

accessible and conversations are on-going around this. We could use pine timbers to 

construct the building again – timber is very sustainable – but we must be mindful of safety 

and work within Italian regulations. There will be an outdoor space where the performance 

going on inside can be projected to a wider audience and we are hoping to interest a diverse 

range of people, not only in the construction, but through our education programme. We 

have to make sure that in building the theatre again that we can get back to the authentic 

sounds that would have been produced at that time – the whole project has to be authentic, 

and it is our aim to encourage a new type of tourism, a sustainable one over the day-tripper 

model at the moment.’ 

Among the partners involved in developing the project are Instituto Italiano Antonio Vivaldi, 

Shakespeare’s Globe, Venice Baroque Opera, the Academy of Ancient Music and Sotheby’s. 

Since its launch, the Group has targeted over 25 Venetian companies and the completed 

theatre will employ around 160 direct and indirect staff.  



Arup’s Senior Consultant in the arts and culture team, Ruth Pelopida, then took up the 

theme - at the V&A-hosted forum - around the importance of sound in performance, the 

way it can determine the design of new performing spaces and what it can tell us about the 

building of sustainable entertainment venues. 

Arup has been pushing the boundaries on developing the best of acoustics with its 

‘SoundLab’ to create higher levels of audience experience:  

‘The question of acoustics and sound quality is based in the measure of long-standing 

standards that people require. The application of technology is a key for understanding 

audiences. We can model the space that is being built from scratch and what these spaces 

are going to sound like. The SoundLab is a good tool, and we do that for both audio and 

visual – increasingly so. 

‘We work in experiential design which also goes outside the auditorium and we ask 

questions around what the sound is like for instance while waiting for a drink in the foyer 

and sitting waiting for a performance to begin. These spaces are assets around auditoriums 

with opportunities that shouldn’t be wasted. 

‘Audience modelling and movement is important and these pinch points where people 

linger and move at all times of day can tell us how to create the ‘all day experience’ – what 

spaces sound like first thing in the morning for example and how they transform. 

Ruth was asked about preserving heritage cultural buildings. Arup worked on the original 

Sydney Opera House design and continues to do so. Ruth explained that cultural spaces 

have their own characteristics, and this experience can sometimes be valuable over the 

‘science of sound’:  

‘We want to support the uniqueness of the venue, but sometimes acoustic enhancement 

can be made. We make a point of talking to end users to find out what they are 

experiencing and what they want.’ 

 

 

Above: Bjork in the reverb SoundLab chamber, pictured far right (Arup) 

 



 

Above: The West Front of Exeter Cathedral in summer 2022 

 

Heritage and the value to the tourism 

economy 
 

Visitor numbers have grown recently to heritage properties in the UK and there seems to be 

a particular and sustained interest in the medieval world. The V&A has recently restored its 

medieval and renaissance galleries and a new museum devoted to displaying treasures from 

the medieval age is about to open in Cluny, Paris. 

Statistics demonstrate increasing visitor numbers to Exeter Cathedral, in Devon. 

Founded in 1050 with the enthronement of the first Bishop of Exeter, in the presence of 

King Edward the Confessor and Queen Edytha, Exeter is one of Europe's great cathedrals.  

Carefully conserving and restoring this ancient building requires a significant programme of 

ongoing major works, carried out where possible by a team of skilled stonemasons under 

the guidance of Clerk of Works. 

The West Front Image Screen is one of the great architectural features of Medieval England. 

The addition of the image screen around 1340 marked the completion of the re-building of 

the cathedral in the Gothic style. Originally the screen was coloured and aimed to give a 



convincing vision of heaven. In 2016 a specialist survey of the screen was carried out 

examining the remaining colouring (the original polychrome) as well as investigating the 

condition of the carved statues. Restoration was undertaken with the support of The Prince 

of Wales' Charitable Foundation. 

A programme of conservation is now required to save the medieval misericords - 49 tip-up 

seats which were carved in the mid-13th century - and which represent one of the oldest 

surviving sets in England. 

Foresight in previous decades has saved precious art from disappearance. During World War 

Two, the medieval glass from the Great East Window was removed and stored safely but all 

the rest of the glass that remained was damaged beyond repair by German bombers in 

1942. 

Exeter Cathedral also contains internationally important literary treasures such as the 'The 

Exeter Book', a 10th century anthology of poetry in Old English and 'Exon Domesday' which 

contains unique information about politics, society and the landscape of South-West Britain 

a thousand years ago. 

In May this year the cathedral announced that it had been awarded a £4.3 million grant 

from The National Lottery Heritage Fund which will help engage a wider audience and help 

secure long-term sustainability. Roughly half of the Cathedral building will be conserved and 

refurbished as part of the project. The National Heritage Lottery Fund says it is part of a 

move to create better places, jobs and add to the local economy through tourism.  

The Very Reverend Jonathan Greener, Dean of Exeter Cathedral, joined the heritage section 

of our discussion at the V&A. While funding is needed to preserve the medieval building, he 

told the forum how important it is to spend money on creating visitor attractions that bring 

in young people. 

Dean Jonathan said: 

‘One of our challenges is that the cathedral specialises in the Middle Ages for the middle 

classes – not necessarily a bad thing given Devon is the most retired to county in the UK. 

Our main aim now, however, is to grow a younger and more diverse audience. The 

cathedral is Devon’s best building and while we are not sure who owns it in legal terms, we 

like to think it belongs to all. We want to get everyone to use it and enjoy it, so later in life 

they will help sustain and support it. 

‘We are trying to reach out to every child in Devon as we think they will bring families with 

them. If Exeter becomes their cathedral when they are young, it will be so for the rest of 

their lives. 

‘We have about 30,000 pre-1800 volumes in the cathedral collection, including the Exeter 

Book. UNESCO calls this the foundation of English literature, and we also have the Exon 

Domesday which pre-dates the Doomsday Book. It’s ridiculous that you can go to Germany, 

London and Oxford and see these volumes, but not in Devon. 

  



We have a moral and financial imperative to put these treasures on display, so we will be 

using some of the (recently awarded) funding to do this.’ 

 

 

 

 

Above: the new Lambeth Palace library building, exterior with public entrance and crossing 

to the Evelina Children’s Hospital on the St Thomas’s Hospital campus (Wright & Wright 

Architects) 

 

Stephen Smith, Partner at architects, Wright & Wright, said he identified with the concern 

that the Very Reverend Jonathan Greener has in preserving the heritage of library archives 

and opening them to the public. He has been leading the new building design for the 

archives of Lambeth Palace Library in London and creating a visitor destination to 

accompany it. 

Stephen joined Wright & Wright in 2005 and became a partner in 2011 and his cultural 

projects include the ground-breaking Hull Truck Theatre, the British Academy, Magdalen 

College, Oxford, and the Royal Academy of Engineering Enterprise Hub. 

A significant new addition to London’s civic architecture, Lambeth Palace Library is the first 

new building on the site for 185 years and hosts the Church of England’s archive – the most 

important collection of religious books, manuscripts and archives in Europe, after the 

Vatican.  

The building is a sensitive yet distinctly modern architectural addition to the site of the 

Grade I listed Palace. Nestling in amongst mature trees at the north end of the garden at 



Lambeth Palace, the building sits on the south bank of the Thames, opposite Parliament. 

The location preserves the collection’s historic link to the Palace, while increasing public 

accessibility to the Library. In the new building the historic collections of Lambeth Palace 

Library – founded in 1610 and one of the earliest public libraries in the UK - and the records 

of the Church of England are being brought together, replacing inadequate facilities in a 

warehouse in Bermondsey, that risked the future of the collection. 

The contemporary redbrick building has four and five-storey wings, rising to a nine-storey 

central tower, crowned by a viewing platform that will be periodically open to the public. 

The central tower is designed to register on London’s skyline, aligning it with historical 

architectural commissions by Archbishops of Canterbury over the centuries, and reflecting 

the national significance of the collection. In tandem, the viewing platform, which has direct 

sight lines across the Thames to the Palace of Westminster, reinforces the connection 

between Church and State embodied in the collection. 

 

 

 

Above: Lambeth Palace Library entrance hall (Wright & Wright Architects) 

 

Stephen described the archive collection: 

‘It is a purpose made archive which goes back to the 9th century. This is deep history and a 

shared heritage collection with the Church of England. It has been important that it stays in 

that place, and we must protect it. Of course, once protected, you want to open it up and 

we have been able to open the doors to this important collection. It has been completed 



now for two year and is a place of calm. The entrance hall that houses volunteers is now 

offering a public service of openness where the public is welcomed in. 

‘We built a viewing tower as a visitor attraction – the tower shape to minimise the footprint 

and so it was not too sprawling in the listed garden. It has a seminar room and shared public 

space where you can see both Lambeth Palace and the Palace of Westminster. The design 

ambition fulfils that aim.’ 

 

 

Below: displays of medieval texts and manuscripts in the new building at Lambeth Palace 

Library (Wright & Wright Architects) 

 

 



Culture, cities, and communities 

 

 

 

Above: Bristol Old Vic, Theatre Royal, King Street, Bristol (Credit Philip Vile) 

 

Future Cities Forum was delighted to welcome the Bristol Old Vic's current Chief Executive 

Officer, Charlotte Geeves, to our 'Cultural Cities' forum, to talk about building strong 

interactions with the city’s communities. 

Charlotte was appointed to her position to carry the theatre's business into a new era in 

2018, with the completion of its multi-million-pound redevelopment and reinvention as a 

destination venue. 

She is an experienced CEO with a deep knowledge of producing theatre and a passion for 

the cultural strength of Bristol. She began her career in stage management, rising to the role 

of Company Manager for both The Young Vic under David Lan and Shakespeare’s Globe 

under Dominic Dromgoole. From there she developed her producing skills working as 

Project Manager for Alistair Spalding at Sadler’s Wells and then as General Manager at 

Salisbury International Arts Festival before working as Festivals Manager for Wildscreen in 

Bristol. This provided the platform for her move to Henley Festival in 2014.  

During her five years as CEO of Henley Festival, Charlotte transformed the scale, financial 

success and media impact of a unique Arts institution. She grew turnover by 35%, 

sponsorship and individual giving by 30%, and audience size by 40%, as well as developing 

the artistic programme and cementing the Festival's charitable aims within the business 

plan.  



The Bristol Old Vic owes its origins to businessmen Alexander Edgar and Thomas Symons 

when in 1764 they proposed building a new theatre on the land between Baldwin Street 

and the back of Coopers’ Hall in King Street in Bristol. The estimated cost was £2,000 to be 

split between 40 subscribers, but the building works cost more than expected. An additional 

10 subscribers donated funds in 1766. This group of investors are known as the 

‘Proprietors’. Owning shares allowed them to influence decisions about the Theatre, such as 

who should manage it and whether they should be given money for repairs. 

The heritage of the building is preserved in documents for the public to read, a new feature, 

enabled with Heritage Lottery Funds of the 2018 two-year redevelopment, which 

transformed the front of house space and created a new studio theatre. The redevelopment 

celebrates and protects the Grade 1 listed Coopers' Hall, returning its internal configuration 

to Georgian origins. 

Following the world’s leading sustainability assessment methods for master planning 

projects and buildings (BREEAM), the project team for the Bristol Old Vic developed a 

building which reflects the values of higher performing assets within construction.  

 

 

Above: Thunder Run sound technology at the Bristol Old Vic (photo by Jon Craig) 

 

Funding continues to be handed out to different attractions in Bristol, which was one of the 

hardest hit cities for tourism in the UK. Charlotte explained that the key to surviving the 

pandemic has been the way cultural venues have collaborated and built positive 

relationships with communities: 



‘It’s a small city and there has been criticism that cultural venues don’t collaborate, but I 

think everyone is just trying to do their best. We haven’t joined up traditionally but there is 

opportunity for us to collaborate now. We all offer something slightly different – even with 

the Hippodrome. We are a tiny theatre with 500 seats whereas they do massive musicals. 

‘The question is how do we share audiences and draw people back into city. We have huge 

engagement with young people, and we are moving away from insisting that everyone 

comes into the building. We want to take theatre outside and link our history with those 

communities. We want to be connecting stories back into the theatre and the other way. 

We have been working with refugees, allowing them to produce and sell their tea in our 

café, so our efforts are as circular as possible. 

‘We have our historical archive and unusual bits of equipment like the Thunder Run which 

takes three people to operate and was used in a 2016 production of King Lear, so we want 

to be both a visitor attraction and a theatre.’ 

 

 

Above: English National Ballet’s new home on London City Island (from Glenn Howells 

Architects) 

 

The Head of Ballet Futures at the English National Ballet, Michelle Ballentyne, also spoke of 

the need to draw in as diverse an audience to culture as possible. 

Michelle won a scholarship to study at Laine Theatre Arts for three years where she gained 

her Associate in Cecchetti Ballet with Distinction. During her time there, she also won a 

scholarship to The Royal Ballet Summer School. 



After her studies, she immediately gained a place as a Principal Dancer with Union Dance 

Company, touring both nationally and internationally. Michelle went on to perform in 

Andrew Lloyd Webber's musical Cats (where she played the roles of Demeter, Bombalurina, 

Cassandra and Tantomile), and also Starlight Express, where she played the role of Buffy. 

Michelle was also a Principal Dancer with The Carol Straker Dance Company and has worked 

extensively in both theatre and television productions. In 2008, Michelle graduated from 

Middlesex University with a BA Hons in Dance Studies. Upon graduating she continued to 

demonstrate Martha Graham Technique at Middlesex University and went on to work very 

closely with Robert Cohan and Anne Donnelly on the first drafts of the 'Rescen' projects, 

documenting Martha Graham Technique for future resources. 

Michelle has dedicated many years to teaching ballet and contemporary dance, and 

currently teaches at The Urdang Academy, Bird College, The Tring Park Associates 

Programme, Ballet Black, and also teaches Adult Ballet for The Classes and Courses 

Programme at The Place. Michelle is also working on the English National Ballet's Ballet 

Futures project alongside Kerry Nichols (ENB's Associate Director, Artistic Development). 

Under the artistic directorship of Tamara Rojo CBE, English National Ballet has introduced 

ground-breaking new works to the Company’s repertoire whilst continuing to honour the 

tradition of great classical ballet, gaining acclaim for artistic excellence and creativity. 2019 

saw English National Ballet enter a new chapter in its history when it moved into a purpose-

built state-of-the-art home in east London, Mulryan Centre for Dance, bringing a renewed 

commitment to, and freedom for, creativity, ambition, and connection to more people, near 

and far, than ever before. 

 

Above: Michelle Ballentyne of the English National Ballet speaking during ‘Cultural Cities’ 



 

Michelle described the important and ongoing efforts to introduce young people from 

diverse backgrounds to ballet: 

‘The aim of Ballet Futures is to address the lack of diversity in the art forum, to target both 

Asian and Caribbean dancers and audiences. We want to find dancers and put them on a 

programme to give them amazing opportunities. Ballet schools are providing the training, 

but we feel we can give students direct access to dancers and to watch rehearsals as well as 

classes.  

‘Our programme gives access to professional opportunities to audition for ballets like ‘The 

Nutcracker’, but we are also hoping to change the face of traditional ballet. Not much has 

changed for a long time but we hope it will do now and we want to make sure that stories 

are told from all around the world. We think, let’s represent these, change audiences so 

that members of diverse groups can see themselves represented.’ 

 

 

Above: Michelle Ballentyne, Head of Ballet Futures at the English National Ballet (Photo: 

English National Ballet)  



 

 

 

Above: Horniman Museum interior (MICA Architects) 

 

Upgrading museums and master planning 

cultural districts 
 

How does a museum like The Horniman in South London update itself for diverse 

communities post pandemic and to ensure it continues to attract visitor numbers? 

The museum is situated in Forest Hill and first opened as the Surrey House Museum in 1890 

in the Horniman family residence. One member of the family, Frederick Horniman, said he 

developed the family home into a museum because he wanted to ‘bring the whole world to 

Forest Hill’ and provide an opportunity for people from all walks of life to see and learn 

about global craftsmanship and creativity.’ 

While the museum is much-loved among visitors, its leadership is careful to point out 

Frederick’s connection to the tea trade in the Victorian era, and while the family did not 

own plantations, but were mere merchants, it made huge profits from the industry through 

supply chains operating from global plantations. The museum also states that the objects 



collected for the museum need critical reinterpretation today, to ensure their cultural 

heritage is displayed and cared for respectfully and ethically. 

Most buildings of this era often need sensitive renovation to preserve the collection for 

future generations. Stuart Cade, Director at MICA Architects was appointed to help the 

museum upgrade the building: 

‘Our team have completed refurbishment work within the original buildings at the 

Horniman Museum. The project is a careful and judicious use of budget to improve visitor 

flow, restore gallery space, improve systems and energy use, and the key reintroduction of 

daylight. 

‘At its centre the scheme refurbishes the Grade II* Listed South Hall reintroducing daylight 

via a new 30m long ‘light foil’ bringing controlled, indirect natural light into the gallery. The 

rooflights and foil provide the new ‘World Gallery’ with a ‘sky’. The effect is a bright 

environment with the reality of low luminance at display level, crucial for the conservation 

of artefacts. 

‘Following our appointment in 2015 we were tasked with completing historical research to 

support the museum’s Heritage Lottery Fund application. This included a site wide 

Conservation Plan and project focused Maintenance and Management Plan. The museum 

complex has been altered, extended and adapted over recent decades therefore it was 

important to understand the evolution of the museum and gardens to ensure our design 

proposals were sympathetic to the Forest Hill conservation context and original building 

details. 

 

 

 

Above: the re-designed South Hall roof with daylight, at the Horniman Museum (MICA) 



‘We worked closely with the client team to provide a comprehensive review of the 

conservation management agenda to make sure the heritage of the site can be maintained. 

Our team carried out several assessments in conjunction with reviews by the HLF, Heritage 

England and the Local Authority Conservation Officer.’ 

‘With the heritage lottery funding in place the brief was well-prescribed. The South Hall is 

the oldest part of the museum dating from the 1890’s and the gallery had become dark. 

Two otters preserved through taxidermy and on display had become bleached blond by the 

sun, so much so that some thought they were unique in the species. So, the idea was taken 

to close the whole thing in. The exhibition displays then became tired and no one went 

there anymore. We created a new light in the roof that creates a sky and was very cost 

effective. We were given a fifth of the five million pounds of funding to renovate the 

museum, but we delivered more value than that, just be doing clever things with natural 

light.’ 

Stuart is now hoping that funding can be found to preserve another building of significant 

heritage: 

‘Heritage is so important. We have now created a paper plan to preserve William Blake’s 

House at Bognor Regis. This is the home where I wrote ‘Jerusalem’ and where he was 

arrested – a very vibrant part of this life. It is a small, thatched cottage and visitor centre 

that needs re-development, and we are waiting for funding to do it justice.’ 

 

Below: Emslie studio at the Horniman Museum (MICA Architects) 

 

  



 

 

Above: aerial view of London Waterloo station, showing – from left on south bank of the 

river Thames – St Thomas’s Hospital campus, Old County Hall and the London Eye, Shell 

Centre, Festival Hall and Royal National Theatre. 

 

The important cultural heritage of Waterloo, London, is being researched to ensure that 

current community stories and those of the past are represented in a new masterplan 

around the station. 

Grimshaw’s Managing Partner, Kirsten Lees, talked to the forum about the important topic 

of linking of heritage and cultural attractions, such as the South Bank, London, to 

infrastructure, so that visitor journeys are made easier and surrounding streets can be made 

more sustainable. 

Grimshaw has been commissioned by Lambeth Council and Network Rail to develop the 

Waterloo Station Masterplan in London. The plan will set the vision for the transformation 

of Waterloo station – the busiest transport hub in the UK – and the surrounding area. 

 

Supported by partners Network Rail, South Bank BID, South Bank Employers Group, We Are 

Waterloo BID, HB Reavis, Bourne Capital, SB Royal Holdings Ltd and LCR, the masterplan will 

develop a cohesive programme which will enhance the experience of the 100 million 

passengers that pass through the station each year, with the regeneration of the 

surrounding public realm benefitting the experience of work residents, local businesses, 

stakeholders, and the local community. 

The rich commercial and cultural history of the area, and renewed connections to London’s 

Southbank, The Cut, Waterloo Road, Lower Marsh, and Leake Street will be incorporated 

into the masterplan. It will also support Lambeth Council’s commitment to a sustainable 



future for London and target of achieving Net Zero by 2030: providing new routes for 

walking and cycling alongside the enhancement of existing routes, the redevelopment will 

incentivise active travel, enhance road safety, and reduce reliance on motor vehicle 

journeys.  

Kirsten commented on how the Waterloo masterplan comes at a critical moment in the 

future of London: 

‘We are working on a new masterplan for Waterloo Station, enabling the pedestrian to get 

to the Southbank and high street. We have been commissioned between Network Rail and 

Lambeth as well as local businesses and communities. It’s important not to be inward 

looking on a station project but understand that the role of stations is changing and there is 

public realm and an economic legacy for the community. 

‘Waterloo Station is London’s busiest terminus with 100 million passing through it a day. 

They are on the doorstep of the most incredible arts centre in the Southbank, but they tend 

to disappear below into the darkness to connect to the tube, rather than be drawn over to 

the theatres, galleries and music venues. 

‘The area itself is highly rich in terms of cultural heritage and has everything from maker 

spaces, studios, colleges, and hidden things like The Arts Club. In Leake Street you have a 

whole graffiti street and lots of diversity. We need to realise the heft of attracting people to 

these streets and creating fantastic places for the social, economic, and environmental 

benefit. 

‘There are a whole range of high streets which are struggling in different ways and in 

creating places we should make them flexible and democratic. Places that are not pushing 

people out.’ 

 

 

Above: Leake Street arches (from LCR Property)  



Investment in UK film studios 
 

The future of film studios in the UK is yet another way that the cultural industry is helping to 

support strong economic stability. Bruce Calton, Director at Scott Brownrigg, told the forum 

that there is a need for 2.3 million feet of studios over the next ten years:  

‘Investment in film studios is a sub sector of arts and culture that we are producing in the 

UK, and we should be clear about what we need to provide for. There is a (global) spend of 

£177 billion to make productions and £414 billion in value from that for the global film 

industry which employs 14 million people full time. Canada has increased its production and 

so has the UK. The pandemic started it with so many people watching Netflix, and it has 

continued from there. 

‘Film stars like Tom Cruise want to come to the UK and I think we are successful here 

because of the way we design the studios. We can design from scratch and really look at 

efficiency. From Sky studios to Reading University, it has all expanded. Youth is involved and 

universities are changing their curriculums, so that graduates have places to work after 

finishing their courses rather than travelling elsewhere. 

‘There is a range of contexts and geographies where these film studios are being built, some 

in city centres like Manchester and London but others on locations with more space, like 

Bedford. The latter are being designed like the university campus and holistically for the 

employee. These people are highly skilled workers and artists who work long hours, and the 

studios need to provide them with food, cafes, sports and gyms that you won’t see in other 

locations. Pinewood was built without all that.’ 

 

Above: CGI of proposed campus at Shinfield Studios, near Reading (Scott Brownrigg) 



Scott Brownrigg explained about one project that they have been tackling: 

‘Our masterplan and architectural design for Shinfield Studios - a new state-of-the-art media 

hub at the Thames Valley Science Park [TSVP] in Berkshire - has received full planning 

approval by Wokingham Borough Council. The £250 million film and TV studios will provide 

approximately 85,000 square metres of sound stages, workshops, offices, and ancillary 

spaces, becoming one of the largest film and TV studios in the UK. 

Four stages are now ready for operation, with a Disney production confirmed to start in 

2022. Once complete Shinfield Studios will create up to 3,000 new jobs and is expected to 

generate total inward investment to the UK economy of approximately £600 million each 

year. 

Tailored to Shinfield Studios’ vision, the design provides a new purpose-built film studio that 

can flex to the changing requirements of each production. Workshop space and offices will 

support 18 sound stages, ranging in size from 16,000 square feet to 40,000 square feet, an 

on-site screening facility, which can host post-production work, as well as screening the 

latest releases, and supporting local film clubs and theatrical groups. 

The scheme forms part of a wider vision to create a new ‘Cine Valley’ in the Science Park, 

which includes recently approved purpose-built TV Studios for the University of Reading, 

also designed by Scott Brownrigg. 

 

Protecting and training skilled staff 
 

At the end of our discussion, Arup’s Ruth Pelopida led on points about how to grow and look 

after new talent and traditional skills. 

‘Prior to joining Arup, I was technical director at the Southbank Centre…post pandemic we 

witnessed a haemorrhaging of skilled post-production staff. As Bruce pointed out, the 

welfare of skilled staff working anti-social hours to produce live events is a key point. They 

have been lost to Netflix and Amazon. We are not prepared for this loss of traditional crafts 

from wig making through costumes, make-up and set construction - there is difficulty in 

recruiting and this is key to the sustainability of lots of what we have talked about. It’s a real 

concern for live venues and live culture.’ 

Craig Hassall of the Royal Albert Hall commented: 

‘We have seen a huge drain of technical staff during the pandemic because people don’t 

want to work in the way they did before. One of my main aims for Cleveland is to establish a 

skills academy – for riggers, set-makers, shoes makers and so on – because without those 

we won’t have theatres, museums or even film studios if we lose all these skills. The plan is 

to have the training accredited and linked to Cleveland State University, seconded to a 

touring theatre show with placements so you can earn as you learn. 

https://www.shinfieldstudios.com/
https://www.tvsp.co.uk/


Charlotte Geeves of Bristol Old Vic added: 

‘We have some amazing young people who join and train with us via a programme called 

Young SixSix. They come from lower socio-economic backgrounds, but they have all got 

places at drama school, but they can’t afford to live, so they must work full-time. Is there 

another way of training young people? We are now talking to donors about support for 

these young people.’ 

 

 

Above: ‘Acts of Resistance: Garden of Earthly Destruction’ Young SixSix performance at 

Bristol Old Vic Studio 

 

About Young SixSix 

 

Young SixSix is a group which allows young people to take their first steps into theatre. 

Participants are recruited through schools and youth services across Bristol. This programme 

is for young people who may never have considered theatre or drama before but would 

benefit from the structure of weekly sessions and pastoral support provided by the creative 

team. 

 The aim of the programme is to provide these young people with pathways into other 

groups, employment, and training at Bristol Old Vic and further afield. 

  



 

Conclusions 
 

• Public and private funding continues to provide vital support to cultural institutions 

post pandemic as visitors return. However, Dr Pip Simpson, Director of Design, 

Estate and Public Programme at the V&A stated at the forum, that well-funded 

museums also support important ‘creative thinking’ which in turn helps to ‘solve 

problems in the world’. 

• The future sustainability of cultural institutions requires not only consistent funding, 

it also requires shared and creative thinking between museums, concert halls etc, to 

find the best and appropriate solutions, for example, to reduce district energy use. 

• The V&A has shown the importance of supporting communities and engaging with 

them in dialogue while building its new archive and museum in Stratford, east 

London. It has also been aiding economically struggling towns such as Blackpool with 

exhibits for the town’s new museum, showcasing seaside entertainment.  

• The pandemic has allowed many cultural institutions to widen its audience reach 

through digital offers. While this cannot replace the experience of live 

entertainment, it is a move towards greater democracy of access in line with Prince 

Albert’s original vision for the South Kensington campus. 

• There should be a continued vision for the redevelopment of the ‘Albertopolis’ 

public realm, in DSDHA architect Deborah Staunt’s words, ‘creating a cradle for 

creative entrepreneurship and collaborative learning.’ This would also aim to attract 

more diverse groups of visitors. 

• When redeveloping historic entertainment venues, such as Olympia in West 

Kensington, investors should consider themselves to be stewards of place and 

ensure there is a collective community vision. This is especially important if there will 

be a day to night offer - that London desperately needs post pandemic for its 

economy - which involves live music and performance. 

• Educational training provision in new entertainment venues, such as Olympia is also 

a measure to ensure sustainability. The historic Royal Opera House in London, has 

established a strong training centre for stage crafts and design at Thurrock, nurturing 

the talent of the future. There is also an equal desire from Teatro San Cassiano in 

Venice – a city that has traditionally been losing younger people – to ensure those 

artisans/artists are engaged in re-building a high-quality replica of the world’s first 

opera house. The project aims to help ensure sustainable tourism in the city. 

• A younger visitor audience could also be attracted to appreciate art through late 

opening of bars and restaurants, as has been done at the Munch Museum in Oslo, 



Norway. The new museum is helping to regenerate an old dock area of the city to 

encourage the creation of a new cultural district at Bjorvika – alongside a new opera 

house and library. 

• The dock city of Bristol has been hard hit by the pandemic for visitor numbers with a 

shared West of England tourism economy worth over £2 billion. New attractions are 

opening up with lottery funding of £130,000 being put into a family museum, 

‘Aerospace Bristol’. The Old Vic in Bristol thinks the city has been criticized in the 

past for not collaborating, but now is the time to do so. One way that this could be 

done is in finding ways to share audiences. The theatre itself wants to be seen as an 

attraction, with its rich archive, as well as a producer of drama, taking theatre out 

onto the streets and bringing new diverse audiences in. 

• Architects are looking at the importance of face-to-face seating design to create 

intimacy in theatre settings, after a long pandemic of isolated communities. 

• Innovative acoustic technology such as Arup’s ‘Sound Lab’ can be used predictively 

to understand audiences’ needs both in and outside performance venues, when 

building new cultural buildings, ensuring those needs are met and a sustainable 

attraction is created. 

• Preserving England’s cathedrals, palaces, and treasures, included literary texts and 

archives, is essential to our shared heritage and is increasingly drawing tourist 

numbers. Outside London crucial funding for high quality design and display is often 

harder to achieve. The way in which funding is used to attract younger visitors to 

cathedrals through varied exhibitions has been an important consideration, as is the 

value of heritage to local economies and job creation. New visitor buildings can 

enhance a district landscape if sensitively designed and can reflect and amplify the 

national significance of a collection, as at Lambeth Palace. 

• Ballet as an art form has suffered over the decades from a lack of diversity, largely in 

numbers of dancers from Asian and Caribbean backgrounds and the English National 

Ballet’s ‘Ballet Futures’ is working to change this. Telling a wider range of stories 

from around the world through ballet and including dancers from different 

backgrounds in rehearsals with opportunities to audition, are all important measures 

to help with diversity. 

• New station masterplans (Waterloo Station for Lambeth Council and Network Rail) 

should look outwards, not only to create better access to cultural districts like the 

Southbank but to support struggling local high streets, their heritage, and create 

places that are inclusive with flexibility for long term social, economic and 

environmental benefit. 

• There needs to be recognition around how the UK is expanding film studio provision 

– as a sub sector of the arts. Our national expertise in studio design and campus 

place-making, which is attracting worldwide investment, should be noted. 



• Graduates from universities will be able to move seamlessly to local jobs in the film 

industry, through the provision of tailor-made courses. 

• Museums around the UK are looking at their visitor flows, energy use and how to 

spend funding wisely as in the case of The Horniman Museum in South London – 

named as Museum of the Year 2022 by Art Fund – in careful master planning of their 

environment and cultural districts. 

 

Future Cities Forum would like to thank the V&A for its hosting of the ‘Cultural Cities’ forum in 2022 

and looks forward to showcasing its planned museum developments in our newsletters and events. 
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